
Instrument for the Selection of Primary Endpoints in Clinical Trail (InSPECT)  

An evidence and consensus based reporting tool 

Project Team: This project is led by Dr. Mufiza Kapadia (Postdoctoral Fellow, Child Health Evaluation 

Sciences, The Hospital for Sick Children) under the supervision of Dr. Martin Offringa (Senior Scientist, 

Child Health Evaluation Sciences, The Hospital for SickKids and Professor of Pediatrics, University of 

Toronto) 

Background: There is a wide heterogeneity in the selection and description of outcomes in randomised 

controlled trials (RCTs). This heterogeneity results in remarkable research waste due to an inability to 

synthesize evidence of RCTs within the same disease and on similar interventions in systematic 

reviews. This heterogeneity impairs the transparency of the design, conduct and reporting of clinical 

trials. Where the 2014 TiDIER statement has provided a framework for detailed reporting of various 

aspects of trial interventions, very little work has been done that addresses appropriate reporting of 

justified outcome selection and measurement in RCTs.   

Objectives: To develop an evidence and consensus based reporting standard for outcome selection 

and measurement in RCTs, both at the protocol and reporting stage.  

Methods: Standard methodology for reporting guideline as proposed by EQUATOR will be followed, 

including; i) the establishment of a Project Team and International Advisory Group (IAG) comprising 

authors and methodologists with vast experience in RCTs and trial outcome design and measurement; 

ii) a review of existing guidelines on outcome selection identified through MEDLINE and regulators 

(e.g., WHO, FDA and EMA); iii) a systematic review of clinical trials (including pediatric, adult, geriatric) 

to validate the preliminary reporting items’ checklist; iv) consensus (through e-Delphi and consensus 

meeting) on draft recommendations for standard reporting items by key stakeholders including 

pharmaceutical industry partners, regulators, methodologists and trialist. Leading national and 

international experts in clinical trial methodology, reporting guideline developers, journal editors and 

end-users of RCTs will participate in the consensus meeting, in which knowledge translation avenues 

will be identified for wide implementation of the final products. The resulting InSPECT Statement will 

be written, together with an explanation and elaboration (E&E) document containing detailed 

reporting recommendations for each item and examples of good reporting. In the final phase, a 

multiphase evaluation is designed to explore the impact of InSPECT guidelines on the quality of RCT 

protocols and reports. To this aim, a survey of trialists will be conducted to introduce them to the 

InSPECT, establish the extent to which they had historically addressed those items in their own RCTs, 

and gather feedback on the usefulness of the reporting items, including facilitators and barriers of its 

use.  

Conclusion: The resultant InSPECT Statement and Checklist will 1) help authors write clear protocols 

and reports of RCTs, 2) create a framework for reviewers that assess RCT protocols and publications, 3) 



expedite RCT funding evaluations, 4) provide a tool for training students and researchers on outcome 

selection and measurement methodology, and 5) help end-users of the RCTs, such as clinicians and 

policy makers, to better evaluate RCT’s validity and applicability in their decision making processes.   


